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FADE IN:

Open on:

Black screen.

A KNOCKING is heard at the FRONT DOOR.

CUT TO:

1 INT. LIVING ROOM - COUCH - DAY 1

EDWARD GURNEY (49) wakes up on his COUCH in a darkened room.

A BOOK is on his chest.

Edward takes off his READING GLASSES.

He rises up off the couch.

The book FALLS to the floor.

Edward tosses his glasses on a small TABLE beside his CELL

PHONE and some PAPERS with EQUATIONS scribbled on them.

Edward turns the LIGHT SWITCH on a LAMP, but nothing

happens.

He FLIPS the LIGHT SWITCH on the wall, but the CEILING LIGHT

does not come on.

The sound of the front door SLAMMING is heard.

2 INT. FOYER - FRONT DOOR - DAY 2

Edward RUSHES to the FRONT DOOR and OPENS it.

He doesn’t see anyone.

Edward walks outside.

3 EXT. FRONT PORCH - DAY 3

Edward looks around and sees nobody.

EDWARD

Anyone here?

Silence

He goes back inside the house.



2.

4 INT. FOYER - FRONT DOOR - DAY 4

The front door immediately SLAMS closed.

EDWARD

What the fuck?

A BANGING is heard at the back door.

5 INT. SUNROOM - BACK DOOR - DAY 5

The banging at the back door continues SHAKING the BLINDS on

the door.

Edward opens the door quickly.

No one is at the door.

Edward slips on a pair of SHOES and walks outside.

6 EXT. BACK PATIO - DAY 6

Edward steps out onto the patio.

EDWARD

(yelling)

Who is out here?

Nothing.

Edward tries to open the back door and finds it is LOCKED.

Edward BANGS on the door.

The WINDOW SHADES in the sunroom quickly close.

EDWARD

Who is in there? ANSWER ME!

HE runs over to a POTTED PLANT and retrieves a spare HOUSE

KEY.

Edward UNLOCKS the door and RUSHES into the house.

7 INT. SUNROOM - DAY 7

Edward notices all the WINDOW SHADES are now OPEN.

He immediately LOCKS the door.

Edward runs his hands through his hair and proceeds to CLOSE

all the WINDOW SHADES.

He hears BREAKING GLASS in the kitchen.
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Edward runs out of the sunroom.

8 INT. KITCHEN - SAME DAY 8

Edward enters the kitchen and looks around, but sees no

evidence of broken glass.

He walks to a kitchen CABINET and OPENS it.

He takes out a bottle of WHISKEY and sits it on the counter.

Edward OPENS another CABINET DOOR and reaches for a WHISKEY

TUMBLER.

Edward sees a PERSON quickly walk away in the dining room.

Edward DROPS the whiskey tumbler.

The glass SHATTERS on the floor.

Edward runs after the person.

9 INT. DINING ROOM - CONTINUOUS 9

Edward looks around the dining room.

He then sees someone open the front door and step outside.

EDWARD

What in the hell?

10 INT. FOYER - FRONT DOOR - DAY 10

Edward runs to the door and SLAMS it closed.

He stays with his hands against the door for a moment and

breathes heavily.

Edward LOCKS the door.

11 INT. LIVING ROOM - DAY 11

Edward quickly goes to the table in the living room, picks

up his phone and DIALS a number.

The phone connects and someone answers.

Edwards hears quick breathing.

EDWARD

(into the phone)

This is Edward Gurney. Someone is

in my house.

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 4.

(beat)

Hello? Who is this?

A voice that sounds exactly like Edward’s responds.

VOICE (V.O)

Who is this? Tell me who you are!

He falls into a chair.

The phone goes dead.

A loud BANGING now emanates directly from the floor.

Edward gets on his hands and knees and slowly puts his ear

on the hardwood floor.

Edwards jumps up.

12 INT. KITCHEN - DAY 12

Edward rushes into the kitchen, opens a drawer and takes out

a FLASHLIGHT.

He checks to see if the flashlight works.

13 INT. BASEMENT STAIRS - SAME TIME 13

Edward opens the door leading into the basement.

The BANGING can he heard more clearly.

Edward flips a light switch.

The light doesn’t work.

Edward walks down the stairs.

14 INT. BASEMENT - SAME TIME 14

Edward moves towards the knocking noise located in a dark

room.

Edward shines the flashlight into the darkness.

EDWARD

Who is in there? The joke is over.

The knocking stops. Silence.

Edward’s phone rings.

He answers it.

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 5.

Edward hears himself talking.

EDWARD VOICE (V.O.)

This is Edward Gurney. Someone is

in my house.

(beat)

Hello? Who is this?

EDWARD

Who is this? Tell me who you are!

Edward realizes he just had the exact conversation.

Edward’s flashlight suddenly reveals the shape of a man who

then moves backward and disappears into the dark basement

room.

15 INT. BASEMENT ROOM - SAME TIME 15

Holding his flashlight in front of him, Edward follows the

figure into the dark room.

EDWARD

Who are you?

MAN

Go away!

Edward moves forward.

EDWARD

Please tell me. Who are you?

MAN

You’re not real! Go away!

The duplicate Edward falls to his knees.

MAN (CONT’D)

You’re not real! Go away! You’re

not real!

Edward shines his flashlight directly on the face of a man

who looks exactly like him.

Edward sees other figures slowly move out from the shadows

who also look just like him.

EDWARD(S)

You’re not real. You’re not real.

You’re not real.

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 6.

Edward screams.

Edward’s flashlight DROPS to the ground.

EDWARD’S VOICE (O.S.)

Quantum mechanics describes the

world in terms of probabilities.

16 INT. OFFICE - COMPUTER - DAY 16

Edward Gurney sits at a DESKTOP COMPUTER typing in his

office.

Edward sips WHISKEY from a glass TUMBLER.

Edward READS what he is typing.

EDWARD

All possible outcomes of a

situation can create their own

separate universe.

ON THE SCREEN

As a result, in each universe, there can be an exact copy or

even copies of yourself witnessing one or many of these new

realities.

ON EDWARD

He briefly takes off his glasses and rubs his eyes then

continues to type.

ON THE SCREEN

To make matters even more strange, these new realities can

converge into a strange, separate universe all it’s own.

ON EDWARD

He writes in a NOTEBOOK and then continues to type.

ON THE SCREEN

Something as simple as a knock at the door could become the

catalyst for the creation of a living hell.

Suddenly, the POWER goes out in the house.

A loud KNOCKING is heard coming from the FRONT DOOR.

Edward walks out of the room.
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17 INT. FOYER - FRONT DOOR - DAY 17

Edward opens the front door.

A REPAIRMAN (49) greets Edward.

REPAIRMAN

I’m here to take a look at your hot

water heater.

EDWARD

Oh yes. Thank you for knocking. My

doorbell is broken. Come on in.

The Repairman picks up his TOOLBAG and walks inside the

house.

EDWARD

The hot water heater is down in the

basement.

Edward takes the Repairment to the basement door.

EDWARD (CONT’D)

You find it in the room at the

bottom of the stairs.

The Repairman looks down the dark stairway.

EDWARD

There was a power surge right

before you knocked. I have no

lights.

REPAIRMAN

That’s okay. I’ve got a flashlight.

I’ll take a look.

The Repairman takes a FLASHLIGHT out of his toolbag and

shines it down the stairs.

REPAIRMAN (CONT’D)

You might hear some loud banging,

so don’t be alarmed.

EDWARD

Thank you so much.

Edward watches the Repairman walk down the stairs.
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18 INT. BASEMENT ROOM - ALTERNATE WORLD 18

BANGING is heard over and over and over.

Edward Gurney is on his knees in the darkness.

EDWARD

(silently repeating)

This is not real. This is not real.

This is not real.

Edward buries his face in his hands as the LIGHT from

another FLASHLIGHT shines into the room.

FADE OUT.

THE END


